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00:41:19 Darren McDermott: Great presentation Doria. Do you get the sense of a policy 

shift to attract more students from ASEAN Member States and are there any barriers you 

feel should be overcome to achieve this? 

00:43:16 Simon Marginson: Questions please folks - we are moving to the Q&A and need 

your curiosity! 

00:43:46 Jonathan Birtwell: Thank you for sharing your research. Alongside the move to 

internationalisation of higher education has there been any move to preparation for enter 

an international environment at secondary level? 

00:44:34 Victorița Trif: What are the lessons learnt from internationalization at home, 

please? 

00:44:35 Sylvie Lomer: Thanks Doria! I'm interested in one of the first slides about country 

of origin - do you see religion as playing a role here? (apologies but I can't speak up due to a 

sleeping child - hope the question can stand as is) 

00:44:36 Soyoung Lee: Thanks Doria Would you please elaborate your finding about 

students’ perception about the internalisation of curriculum - why there was a difference 

between technology programme and social science? 

00:44:38 Herminia Alonso: Insightful presentation. Has UTM current support for 

international students been taken into consideration? 

00:45:16 Rose Alinda Alias: One of the objectives of international student recruitment is for 

Internationalisation at Home. Has this been achieved? 

00:47:17 Darshini: Hi Doria. Thanks so much for such an amazing presentation. My question 

is sort of tangential from Soyoung's  

- Do you think the context and culture of UTM might have influenced your findings (as 

opposed to say other universities that have more robust internationalisation programmes - 

USM or UM) 

00:47:53 Simon Marginson: Questions in order 

00:49:48 Simon Marginson: Jonathon Birtwell, Soyoung Lee, Sylvie Lomer, Victorita Trif, 

Rose Alinda Alias, Hermina Alsoso, Darshini 



00:58:12 Sylvie Lomer: Thanks Doria! Yes question answered 

01:02:19 Simon Marginson: Q&A is going beautifully and we have time for more questions. I 

will ask one about Covid 19 an international education in Malaysia 

01:02:57 Victorița Trif: Thank you! 

01:04:32 Sylvie Lomer: Great presentation Doria, thank you very much 

01:06:03 Rosemary Deem: I can see why home students don’t see relevance of rankings but 

do international students benefit from them or is it just that they use them to decide which 

institutions to apply to? 

01:08:57 Sha Shafee: Agreed to Doria point to integrate the resources globally 

01:19:07 Rose Alinda Alias: UTM saw an increase in international student recruitment 

actually 

01:19:38 Rose Alinda Alias: UTM was pleasantly surprised 

01:20:07 Darshini: Terima kasih Doria! 

01:20:15 DORIA ABDULLAH: thanks everyone! 

01:20:21 Rose Alinda Alias: Proud of you Doria! 

01:20:22 CGHE Webinars: https://www.researchcghe.org/events/cghe-seminar/navigating-

timescapes-and-faculty-life-in-the-urban-global-south-bangladeshi-faculty-perspectives/ 

01:20:24 zainul akmar zakaria: thank you very much everyone 

01:20:34 Jyoti Arora: Thank you everyone! 

01:20:36 Woon Chin Yeong: Great session, Doria. Terima kasih! Terima kasih to Prof Simon 

too. Proud of you, Doria. :) 

01:20:37 CGHE Webinars: Details of the next webinar on that link 

01:20:38 Soyoung Lee: Thanks for the fabulous discussion, Doria and everyone 
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